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GRANTEE FINAL NARRATIVE REPORT 
 
Legal Name of Organization:   Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) 
Common Name of Organization:  MnSCU 
Lumina Foundation Issued Grant Number: 8133 
Grant start date:   October 1, 2012  Grant end date: June 30, 2015 
Period Covered by report:  October 1, 2012 through June 30, 2015 
 
Major Outcomes 

1. Explain the extent to which your project advanced [STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE] and contributed to 
[STRATEGIC METRIC]. 
MnSCU identified five strategic objectives to meet by implementing a large scale reverse 
transfer program.  Descriptions and progress toward completion of each objective are outlined 
below.   

 Increase baccalaureate degree completion rates for students receiving an associate 
degree after transferring to a four year institutions. 

o MnSCU has submitted all student level data to the Office of Community 
College Research and Leadership for its ongoing research. Because of the 
limited timeframe of the grant-funded project, we do not yet have data to 
support a finding of increased completion rates for those who receive an 
associate’s degree while working towards a bachelor’s.   

 Decrease time to baccalaureate degree completion for students receiving an associate 
degree after transferring to a four year institution. 

o MnSCU has submitted all student level data to the Office of Community 
College Research and Leadership for its ongoing research. Because of the 
limited timeframe of the grant-funded project, we do not yet have data to 
support a finding of decreased time to baccalaureate completion. 

 Analyze the most common “missing courses” 
o Through the manual degree auditing process, MnSCU was able to determine 

which required associate degree courses students were not completing prior to 
transfer.  The most common courses were physical education, wellness, health, 
computer literacy and first-year-experience courses.   

 Address institutional policies and procedures that limit automatic associate degree 
conferral to early-transfer students.  May include assessing possible degrees earned at 
point of admission to four year institution by any student with more than 40 credits or 
other college graduation requirements. 

o The automatic awarding of a degree at a previously attended institution using 
courses taken since the student was enrolled requires student consent.  
MnSCU uncovered many obstacles in obtaining student consent..  Despite our 
attempts to make multiple contacts and use multiple modes of 
communication, MnSCU was only able to obtain student consent about 39% of 
the time using opt-in communication. 
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 Survey reverse-transfer candidates to determine why associate degree was not earned 
prior to transfer, why the degree is being accepted now, and the impact the degree will 
have on future educational attainment.  

o MnSCU chose to focus efforts on degree auditing, verification and conferral.  
Efforts were not made to contact students who earned the associate’s degree 
through reverse transfer for qualitative analysis.  

 
2. List each objective/outcome as it appears in your proposal.  For each, provide a list of the 

indicators you used to measure progress throughout the grant along with the final outcome of 
each indicator.  Provide a short (1-3 sentence) explanation of the extent to which each was or 
was not met. 
MnSCU’s proposal outlined several outcomes.  Each is listed below with progress measures and 
explanation of final outcome.   

 Outcome #1:  Convene Steering Committee to advise implementation of a centralized reverse 
transfer process.   

o Indicator of success:  A Steering Committee comprised of both campus and system 
office staff was established to guide reverse transfer efforts. The committee met on the 
first Wednesday of each month beginning in December 2012 and concluding in June 
2015.   

 Outcome #2:  Hire/assign project manager and reverse transfer specialist.   
o Indicator of success: The reverse transfer specialist and project manager were hired in 

April 2013 and June 2013 respectively. Both continued through project completion. 

 Outcome #3:  Convene technology sub-committee.   
o Indicator of success:  In lieu of a technology subcommittee, technology enhancements 

were discussed with and approved by senior-level campus, system office and 
information technology staff.  

 Outcome #4:  Evaluate Metropolitan State University and Inver Hills Community College pilot.   
o Indicator of success:  Results of pilot study were shared with project manager and 

discussed at project Steering Committee meetings.  Findings were used to guide grant 
implementation strategies.   

 Outcome #5:  Research to understand baseline characteristics of early transfer, including 
number of credits earned at date of transfer.   

o Indicator of success:  MnSCU provided systemwide data to the Office of Community 
College Research and Leadership to satisfy the needs of the Baseline Study.   

 Outcome #6: Design and implement process to begin “import courses” functionality in 
Transferology (formerly u.select). 

o Indicator of success:  MnSCU worked with an outside vendor to successfully deliver the 
“import courses” functionality to the Transferology website in March 2013. All MnSCU 
students can now import all MnSCU course history at the push of a button.  

 Outcome #7:  Update DARS to include all courses from all colleges/universities; including 
evaluating courses for match to degree requirements.   

o Indicator of success:  MnSCU successfully worked with all 32 participating system 
institutions to update all course equivalency records by June 2013, and ongoing updates 
continue.  
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 Outcome #8:  Complete the computerized software assessment program to ascertain progress 
toward the transfer curriculum and the associate degree 

o Indicator of success:  In October 2014, MnSCU deployed an automated process to 
identify those students who have satisfied the core general education package known as 
the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum.  

 Outcome #9:  Design and implement process for “batch auditing” early-transfer students against 
the AA degree. 

o Indicator of success:  After early auditing processes, MnSCU decided individual and 
manual audits would be the strategy for determining degree eligibility for the universe 
of 11,585 students.  Auditing began in April 2013 and concluded in March 2015.  See 
Appendix A. 

 Outcome #10:  Create centralized/uniform/consistent student communication process based on 
experience from pilot programs. 

o Indicator of success:  MnSCU developed several resources to communicate with both 
campuses and students regarding reverse transfer.  See Appendices B-E. 

 Appendix B:  Letter sent to campus contacts  
 Appendix C: Best practices list sent to campus contacts  
 Appendix D: Sample communication for campuses to send to eligible reverse 

transfer students 
 Appendix E: Frequently Asked Questions document to accompany 

communication sent to eligible reverse transfer students 
o MnSCU also developed websites for staff use http://www.asa.mnscu.edu/transfer/cwid/  

and for student use http://www.mnscu.edu/admissions/reversetransfer.html  

 Outcome #11:  Increase awareness and utilization of Transferology (formerly u.select) among 
students and staff 

o Indicator of success:  MnSCU developed an electronic tool kit of resources for 
distribution to system campuses.  The toolkit (attached) was distributed in January 2015 
and included a flyer template, sample email, newsletter articles, sample social media 
posts, web page content and graphics.  In the first nine months of availability, 
Transferology provided 6,537,818 search results to over 122,000 users.  

 Outcome #12:  Design and implement process for identifying potential degree candidates, 
including demographic information and credit attainment at time of transfer and at the 
baccalaureate level. 

o Indicator of success:  MnSCU did not pursue this objective as originally described.  
Efforts were focused instead on degree auditing and determining Associate of Arts 
degree eligibility as well as on the development of technology to support the 
sustainability of future reverse transfer work. Those technology developments included 
the significant “MnTC Completion Project,” providing automated query tools to identify 
potential associate degree candidates going forward (post-CWID).  The process queries 
for students who have completed MnSCU’s general education requirements, have 
earned sixty credits, and have not earned an A.A. degree or higher. 

 Outcome #13:  Research on research questions 4-5. 
o Indicator of success:  MnSCU provided student-level data for the entire 11,585 students 

in the project universe to the Office of Community College Research and Leadership 
June 12, 2015. 

  

http://www.asa.mnscu.edu/transfer/cwid/index.html
http://www.mnscu.edu/admissions/reversetransfer.html
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 Outcome #14:  Execution of memorandum of understanding between the University of 
Minnesota and MnSCU 

o Indicator of success:  MnSCU collaborated with the University of Minnesota without an 
MOU. The University of Minnesota identified and sent letters to 450 currently enrolled 
students who had transferred between 2008 and 2012, had the Minnesota Transfer 
Curriculum complete and noted on their transcripts, and had not reached senior status. 
See appendix F.  Twenty of the fifty-two students who responded to the letter were 
awarded an Associate of Arts degree by a MnSCU institution. 

 Outcome #15: Inform university and community college transfer specialists of audit results 
including proposed graduation plan for students who are close to completion. 

o Indicator of success:  MnSCU developed detailed lists of students who were eligible for 
reverse transfer including student enrollment status and outstanding degree 
requirements.  Lists of students who were eligible for the Associate of Arts degree were 
sent the appropriate campuses for verification of degree eligibility.  MnSCU did not 
contact students who were close to degree completion to inform them of missing 
requirements, but instead focused efforts on obtaining release of records and degree 
conferral consent from students identified as degree-eligible.  

 Outcome #16:  Community college transfer specialists review audit results and communicate 
results to students: 

o Indicator of success:  Campus transfer specialists verified audit results and posted 
degrees, if appropriate, according to the timeline in appendix A.  Campuses were 
responsible for communicating with students who received degrees and did so 
successfully.  

 Outcome #17:  Examine college verification process for degree completion.  Create a centralized 
and consistent process for students to apply for and receive their degrees 

o Indicator of success:  The Credit When It’s Due Steering Committee encouraged all 
participating grant institutions to waive graduation applications and any associated fees.  
Each participating institution agreed to waive graduation fees unless the student 
requested a paper copy of his or her diploma.  All but three institutions waived the 
graduation application.   

 Outcome #18: Research commences on research questions 1-3 (completion of AA attributed to 
rates of completion of BA, difference in gender/race, value in the workplace). 

o Indicator of success: MnSCU provided student level data for the entire 11,585 students 
in the project universe to the Office of Community College Research and Leadership 
June 12, 2015. 

 
3. Comment on additional outcomes not directly associated with the project’s objectives (e.g., 

partnerships formed, additional funding support gained).   
One of MnSCU’s project participants, Lake Superior College (LSC), has finalized a Memorandum 
of Understanding with the University of Minnesota Duluth (UMD). The university will identify 
students who have transferred credits from LSC and earned credits from UMD.  The identified 
population will be contacted by the university and transcripts will be shared for consenting 
students, without fees, to Lake Superior College.  The project will launch fall 2015 as a pilot and 
is anticipated to run for one academic year. The results of the pilot will be assessed in June 2016 
with the goal of continuing the partnership. 
 
In addition, The University of Minnesota-Twin Cities will be sharing data with the National 
Student Clearinghouse so that MnSCU will have access to their student transcript information. 
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Consent will be obtained when students apply for admission to the university, and this data will 
increase the likelihood that students will complete AA degrees through reverse transfer. 
 
 

4. Specify any unanticipated positive and/or negative project developments. 

Among the project’s unanticipated positive developments: 

 We were able to provide further training and education for transfer specialists on system policy 

related to how courses should transfer between institutions. 

 Enhanced communication and collaboration with the University of Minnesota system as well as 

one private institution that have expressed interest in developing reverse transfer agreements. 

 One positive development for MnSCU was a systemwide clean-up of course transfer 

inconsistencies that were uncovered during the manual evaluations of student degree audits.  

An unanticipated negative finding: 

 The process of identifying and certifying the awarding of an AA degree via reverse transfer takes 

time.  As students move frequently from institution to institution, the timing of a degree 

awarded too long after transfer may not confer the full benefit for the student as the one 

posted at time of transfer. 

 

5.  If applicable, comment on any longer-term outcomes you anticipate from your Lumina-

funded project.  Also, please estimate anticipated achievement dates (month and year).   

 MnSCU will continue reverse transfer efforts by utilizing technologies created with the 

assistance of grant funding. Potential reverse transfer eligible students will be identified by the 

newly developed Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Completion application and sent an automated 

electronic request for release of records through the system’s eServices student portal.  

 

6. In your opinion, what is the most remarkable accomplishment or finding of your project? 

 1,463 students received an Associate of Arts degree as a result of the project as of June 30, 

2015. According to the Office of Community College Research and Leadership, the additional 

degree conferrals increased annual associate degree attainment by more than 2% in MnSCU 

(Lumina Convening, 2015).   

 

7. Indicate the geographic region(s) targeted by your Lumina Foundation funding.  For example, 

if your funding went to multiple sites in multiple states, list the number of sites by location 

(city, state, zip); if your grant funded a state initiative, list the state. 

 Funding was targeted completely within Minnesota, and served students previously or currently 

enrolled in one of 37 regionally accredited institutions within the Minnesota State Colleges and 

Universities system. Those institutions include: Alexandria Technical and Community College, 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College, Anoka Technical College, Bemidji State University, Central 

Lakes College, Century College, Dakota County Technical College, Fond du Lac Tribal and 

Community College, Hennepin Technical College, Hibbing Community College, Inver Hills 

Community College, Itasca Community College, Lake Superior College, Mesabi Range College, 

Metropolitan State University, Minneapolis Community and Technical College, Minnesota State 
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College-Southeast Technical College, Minnesota State Community and Technical College, 

Minnesota State University-Mankato, Minnesota State University-Moorhead, Minnesota West 

Community and Technical College, Normandale College, North Hennepin Community College, 

Northland Community and Technical College, Northwest Technical College, Pine Technical and 

Community College, Rainy River Community College, Ridgewater College, Riverland Community 

College, Rochester Community and Technical College, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud 

Technical and Community College, Saint Paul College, South Central College, Southwest 

Minnesota State University, Vermilion Community College, and Winona State University. As 

mentioned, MnSCU students enrolled at the University of Minnesota also benefited from the 

grant activities. 

 

Evaluation and Communication 

1. Provide a summary of your evaluation activities and/or results, if available.  If applicable, 

please attach copies of all evaluation reports produced since your last Lumina report.   

 All evaluation activities are conducted through the Office of Community College Research and 

Leadership (OCCRL).  MnSCU has provided all requested data to OCCRL. 

 

2.  If applicable, provide a summary of your communication activities and/or results, if available.  

Please attach copies of all communication products produced since your last Lumina report. 

 In late September 2014, MnSCU released a systemwide news article via the Academic and 

Student Affairs newsletter.  See appendix G.   

 Appendix H is the final news article regarding overall project outcomes sent to the Academic 

and Student Affairs newsletter. 

 More broadly targeted press releases are being considered for fall 2015. 

 

Lessons Learned 

Comment on lessons your organization learned through the grant. 

1. Reflecting on grant strategies, what worked and what did not work? 

 Several of MnSCU’s strategies and processes made for more effective eligibility auditing and led 

to efficiencies that will allow reverse transfer to be sustainable.  MnSCU had approximately 

11,600 manual degree audits to evaluate.  By dividing the work over a 15-month timeline, 

participating institutions were able to anticipate when they would receive lists of eligible 

students for degree conferral.  MnSCU also identified one or two staff members at each 

participating institution through whom all communications regarding reverse transfer were 

sent.  This strategy allowed for one point of contact and a clear direction regarding questions 

related to reverse transfer.  Two key technology applications were developed and implemented 

by MnSCU to sustain reverse transfer beyond the life of the grant. The Minnesota Transfer 

Curriculum Completion Project and the Electronic Consent Project automate methods of 

identifying and obtaining consent from degree-eligible populations, greatly reducing burden on 

staff time and resources at both campus and system levels.  The automation is critical to 
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MnSCU’s ability to grow reverse transfer processes in the state.  Initial identification of the 

potential degree eligible population was the greatest challenge for MnSCU.  MnSCU’s initial 

selection criteria were too broad which resulted in using time and resources to conduct audits of 

students who were far from the goal of degree completion.   

 

2. What would you do differently next time? 

 We have begun to focus all current and future reverse transfer work on reducing the pool of 

eligible candidates to be audited.  The initial grant project parameters for identification included 

any student who had earned at least 12 college-level credits prior to transferring to a university 

during specified terms. Going forward, students will need to have completed the Minnesota 

Transfer Curriculum and at least 60 college-level credits in order to be identified for audit. 

Narrowing these parameters will reduce use of time and resources spent in auditing students 

who are not near degree completion.  

 

3. What did you learn about working with particular populations, if applicable? 

 We learned that students who are enrolled at universities and are close to attaining the 

baccalaureate degree varied in their interest in receiving the AA degree. We did not complete 

any analyses to date of various demographic groups, but are planning to do so as part of our 

system’s efforts to eliminate opportunity and achievement gaps.  

 

4. If applicable, describe links you have made or would like to make between this project and 

other Lumina grants. 

 There is an obvious link between the Lumina funded Graduate Minnesota project and the Credit 

When It’s Due project.  Work conducted by the Credit When It’s Due project identified students 

who were no longer enrolled, but were less than 15 credits from completing an Associate of Arts 

degree.  Unfortunately, the Graduate Minnesota grant was ending as the CWID project ramped 

up, and there was not time to capitalize on its marketing effort focused on this sub-population. 

 

Lessons Applied 

1.  How will the lessons learned from this grant affect your future work or the work of others? 

 MnSCU’s initial process for identifying, auditing, and communicating with reverse transfer 

candidates was manual and laborious.  Technologies developed with grant funds have greatly 

reduced time and resource burdens and allowed reverse transfer to become a sustainable 

process within the system.  

 

2. What additional questions about student postsecondary attainment did this project raise? 

 Current research shows that attaining the Associate of Arts degree prior to transfer leads to a 

greater likelihood for bachelor’s degree obtainment.  Approximately 55% of students who 

transfer without an associate’s degree complete a bachelor’s degree after four years compared 

to 71% of students who transfer with an associate’s degree (National Student Clearinghouse, 

2012).  At present, no research is available in regards to bachelor’s degree obtainment for early-

transfer students who are awarded the associate’s degree while enrolled at the university level.  
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MnSCU’s work with reverse transfer leads to questions about how university persistence and 

retention rates are affected when early-transfer students earn an associate’s degree while in 

pursuit of the bachelor’s.   

 Another area of research will be to see if the universities that awarded the AA degree for 

current students see improved retention and completion of baccalaureate degrees. 

 

3. How have you sustained, or will you sustain, the benefits, momentum and spirit of this 

project? 

 MnSCU is sustaining reverse transfer efforts through the reassignment of duties in an existing 

position within the system’s degree audit reporting system unit. A new staff member was hired 

with the particular experience and skills required to leverage the new technology applications. 

Approximately 160 associates have been awarded between July and September. 

 
Financial Report 
 
Using Lumina’s budget template, please account specifically for the use of Lumina grant funds and 
indicate how these funds have been spent according to the categories submitted in the proposed 
budget. 
 
Lumina does not require the return of unspent funds, provided that these funds are no more than 
$1,000 and that the balance is used for the grant purpose.  The total unspent funds includes any 
remaining earned interest.  Please note any unspent funds in your financial report and indicate the 
grant-related purpose for which you will use the funds if retained.  No further report on the funds is 
required. 
 

 MnSCU used remaining funds totaling less than $1,000 for marketing materials to increase 
student awareness regarding reverse transfer potential. 

 
If unspent funds are more than $1,000, you may request a no-cost extension of up to one year to spend 
funds, or you may choose to return the unspent funds to the Foundation.  Please submit a budget 
modification or no-cost extension request on official letterhead, specify the grant-related purpose for 
which funds will be used and include a revised budget.  A no-cost extension must be requested before 
the expiration date of the grant, not by the due date for final reports.  A final accounting will be required 
upon the conclusion of the grant extension period.   
 
 
Project Director:  Lynda Milne 
Date: September 29, 2015 
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APPENDIX A 

Project Timeline 
The prospective student records will be reviewed in the following order. Colleges can expect to receive 
pre-analyzed lists from the project team by the dates indicated. These dates are estimated targets, and 
we will accelerate the review whenever possible.  
 
Group 1 – 682 students 
Completed July 31, 2013 

 Colleges with no additional AA degree requirements outside of 40 MnTC and 20 elective credits 
o Minnesota State Community and Technical College 
o Saint Paul College 

 
Group 2 -1,732 students 
Completed September 16, 2013  

 Students who transferred to Metropolitan State University from a community college 

 Students who transferred to a university from one of the following technical colleges 
o Anoka Technical College 
o Dakota County Technical College 
o Hennepin Technical College 
o Minnesota State College - SE Technical 
o Northwest Technical College 
o Pine Technical College 

 
Group 3 – 2,833 students 
Completed December 16, 2013 

 Colleges with one additional degree requirement (beyond the MnTC and credit count): 
o Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
o Century College 
o Hibbing Community College 
o Inver Hills Community College 
o Minnesota West Community and Technical College 
o Normandale Community College 
o North Hennepin Community College 
o Northland Community and Technical College 
o Ridgewater College 
o Riverland Community College 
o St. Cloud Technical and Community College 

 
Group 4 – 1,227 students 
Completed January 28, 2014  

 Colleges with two additional degree requirements (beyond the MnTC and credit count): 
o Central Lakes Community College 
o Fond du Lac Tribal and Community College 
o Itasca Community College 
o Mesabi Range Community and Technical College 
o Lake Superior College  
o Rochester Technical and Community College 
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o Rainy River Community College 
 

Group 5 – 584 students 
Completed February 11, 2014  

 Colleges with more than two additional degree requirements (beyond the MnTC and credit 
count):  
o Alexandria Technical and Community College 
o Minneapolis Community and Technical College 
o South Central College 
o Vermilion Community College 

 
Group 6 – 1,096 students 
Completed April 4, 2014 

 Students who were identified as having attended more than two MnSCU institutions 
 
Group 7 – 3,417 students 
Completed November 1, 2014  
Students who transferred to a MnSCU university in fall 2012 
 
Group 8 – 250 students 
Completed March 10, 2015  
Students who were auditing in groups 1 through 6 who were less than 15 credits from completion and 
currently enrolled 
 
Group 9 – 425 students 
Completed January 31, 2014 

 Students identified by the University of Minnesota – Twin Cities as having completed the MnTC 
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APPENDIX B 

          

February 18, 2014 

 

To:  Campus Contacts for Credit When It’s Due Reverse Transfer Lumina Grant 

From:  Rochelle Ament 
 Reverse Transfer Project Manager 
 
RE: Instructions and supporting materials for using the analyzed list of potential reverse transfer 

students for AA degree conferral  
 
We are working through the review process of the Credit When It’s Due Reverse Transfer project and 

have finished analyzing a pool of candidates we believe to be eligible for an Associate of Arts degree 

from your institution.  

Watch for an email within the next day or two that a new package has been posted for you from me via 

the secure file transfer server Move It Securely. You will use your STAR ID and password to login and 

retrieve the package, which is an Excel spreadsheet containing information pertaining to your 

candidates. For details concerning how to use Move It Securely, please visit 

https://moveitsecurely.mnscu.edu 

Attached to this email, you will find several resources developed to assist you in processing your 

potential A.A. degree candidates. These resources consist of: 

 an instruction sheet explaining how to interpret the information contained within  your Excel 

spreadsheet  

 a best practices document outlining how other MnSCU colleges have communicated with 

students regarding this project   

 a sample letter/email for communicating the opportunity for degree conferral to students 

 a frequently asked questions document  

Reverse Transfer Credit When It’s Due staff is here to answer questions and provide support.  Please feel 

free to contact a staff member if needed: 

Rochelle Ament       Louise DiCesare 
Reverse Transfer Project Manager    System Director for Transfer  
rochelle.ament@so.mnscu.edu     louise.dicesare@so.mnscu.edu 
651-201-1443       651-201-1814 
 
For more information on the Credit When It’s Due Reverse Transfer project please visit our website at 
http://www.transfercenter.project.mnscu.edu/ 
 
Best wishes on this exciting project. 
Attachments (4) 

https://moveitsecurely.mnscu.edu/
mailto:rochelle.ament@so.mnscu.edu
mailto:louise.dicesare@so.mnscu.edu
http://www.transfercenter.project.mnscu.edu/
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APPENDIX C 

 
Lumina Foundation Reverse Transfer: Credit When It’s Due 

Best Practices 
 

 Establish one person on your campus who is the point of contact for students 
o This person is responsible for confirming that student would like to have degree posted.  

Communicates with appropriate staff member to have credits from university 
transferred back to college.  Helps student complete graduation application if applicable 
 

 Research has shown multiple contacts with students are more effective.  Use duplicate forms of 
communication with students who are eligible for degree conferral 

o Send a letter via mail.  Consider a follow up communication plan that includes email and 
phone calls (see sample letter/email) 

 

 When using an “opt in” communication strategy, the return rate is approximately 39%.  When 
using an “opt out” communication strategy the return rate is approximately 81%. 
 

 Create deadline for students to respond to initial communication 
o 30 days is a reasonable amount of time for students to respond 

 

 Send/attach/use the Reverse Transfer: Credit When It’s Due Frequently Asked Questions 
document when communicating with students 
 

 Waive/Reduce the graduation fee for Reverse Transfer: Credit When It’s Due students 
o Allow students who just want degree posted on transcript to not pay any graduation 

related fee.  If a student wishes to participate in commencement activities or have copy 
of diploma sent to them, fees may still apply 
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APPENDIX D 

Dear (Insert Student Name): 

 
Congratulations!  You have been identified as a student who has completed the requirements for an 
Associate of Arts degree. Subsequent to your work at <<insert name of college here>>, you have earned 
the A.A. degree with the additional courses you’ve taken at <<insert name of university here>>. 
 
In addition to marking an important milestone on your educational path, the Associate of Arts degree is 
recognized by potential employers as evidence of employable attributes like critical thinking, writing and 
public speaking skills. In some cases, it may result in higher wages. Importantly, research has also shown 
that students who earn an A.A. degree are more likely to complete their bachelor’s degree. 
 
Why are you receiving this notice? The Minnesota State Colleges & Universities received a grant from 
the Lumina Foundation to promote completion of associate degrees for eligible students by transferring 
credits back from universities to the two-year college. We are glad to use this opportunity to reward 
your accomplishments.  
 
If you would like to have the Associate of Arts degree conferred and to have the degree award posted 
on your official transcript, please contact <<insert name of CWID contact here>> at <<insert email 
address of CWID contact here>> or by calling << insert phone number of CWID contact here>>. 
 
Please contact us no later than <<insert date 30 days from date sent>> 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
<<Signature line>> 
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APPENDIX E 

Credit When It’s Due – Reverse Transfer Frequently Asked Questions 

What is Credit When It’s Due – Reverse Transfer? 
Credit When It’s Due is a Lumina grant to promote completion of associate degrees through reverse 
transfer.  Students enrolled at a MnSCU university transfer credits back to a previously attended MnSCU 
two-year college for the purpose of earning an Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree. 
 
How does reverse transfer work? 
System Office staff are reviewing records for students who transferred from a MnSCU college to a 
MnSCU university since 2008.  Students deemed eligible for an A.A. degree will be contacted for consent 
for release of records and degree conferral.  
 
What is an A.A. degree and what are its benefits? 
The A.A. degree is comprised of the 40 credit Minnesota Transfer Curriculum required for bachelor’s 
degree completion and an additional 20 elective credits.  Course credits earned towards the A.A. degree 
will apply towards a bachelor’s degree.  In addition to marking an important milestone on a student’s 
educational path, the A.A. degree is recognized by potential employers and may provide better job 
opportunities to students.  In some cases, it may result in higher wages. Research has also shown that 
students who earn an A.A. degree are more likely to complete a bachelor’s degree. 
 
Will I need to pay to have official copies of my college transcripts sent to the institution conferring my 
A.A. degree? 
In most cases, students will not need to request or pay for transcripts from any MnSCU system 
institutions they have attended. Students who attended institutions outside of the MnSCU system may 
be required to pay for and submit official copies of transcripts.  
 
Will earning an A.A. degree affect my eligibility for financial aid and/or scholarships? 
Earning an associate’s degree will not impact eligibility for state or federal financial aid for students 
pursuing a bachelor’s degree. Student’s pursuing other types of degrees should consult with a financial 
aid advisor.  Students receiving private scholarship money should check with the awarding organization 
to ensure that receiving an associate’s degree will not make them ineligible for a scholarship. 
 
Will earning an A.A. degree affect my eligibility for military benefits? 
No.  Earning an A.A. degree will not affect student eligibility for military education benefits. 
 
Can I participate in commencement at my two-year college upon conferral of my A.A. degree? 
Commencement is not required; however, students who are interested in participating in their two-year 
college commencement activities should contact that college for further details.  Some institutions may 
charge a small fee for participation in graduation ceremonies and/or for printing the diploma. 
 
Who do I contact with questions concerning Reverse Transfer? 
Questions should be directed to Reverse Transfer Project Manager Rochelle Ament at 
rochelle.ament@so.mnscu.edu  or 651.201.1443. 
 
 

 

mailto:rochelle.ament@so.mnscu.edu
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APPENDIX F 

<<Insert letterhead/logo>> 

 

<<Insert date>> 

Dear (Insert Student Name): 

You have been identified as a student who may have completed the degree requirements for an 
Associate in Arts (AA) degree. Because you were a student at one of the 31 Minnesota State Colleges & 
Universities (MnSCU) schools, you may qualify to be awarded the AA degree with the additional courses 
you have now completed at the University of Minnesota. 
 
The Minnesota State Colleges & Universities System (MnSCU) received a grant from the Lumina 
Foundation to promote completion of Associate degrees for eligible students by transferring credits 
back from universities to the two-year college.  This initiative is designed to award Associate degrees to 
transfer students when they complete the requirements for the Associate degree while pursuing a 
bachelor’s degree. This approach is commonly known as “reverse transfer.” For more information about 
this initiative, see http://www.mnscu.edu/media/newsreleases/current/article.php?id=277   
 
Completion of your baccalaureate degree is extremely important, and research shows that completion 
of an associate’s degree facilitates completion of a four-year degree.  The two-year Associate in Arts 
degree can be an important milestone on your educational path.  An Associate in Arts degree can 
provide better job opportunities by providing you with employable attributes like critical thinking, 
writing and public speaking skills.  In some cases, it may even result in higher wages. 
 
To learn if you have qualified to be awarded the Associate in Arts degree, or to explore how you could 
qualify while pursuing your bachelor’s degree here at the University of Minnesota, please contact: 
 
Rochelle Ament 
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities 
rochelle.ament@so.mnscu.edu 
651.201.1443 
 
If you choose to earn your Associate in Arts degree on the path to completing your bachelor’s degree, 
please note that seeking the support of academic advisors will be critical in staying on track towards 
degree completion and a timely graduation. 
 
Your attention to this matter is requested no later than <<insert date 30 days from date sent>> 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
<<Signature line>> 
  

http://www.mnscu.edu/media/newsreleases/current/article.php?id=277
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APPENDIX G 
PRESS RELEASE 
 
Nearly 1,000 Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) students have been awarded an 
associate in arts degree thanks in part to a $500,000 Lumina funded Credit When It’s Due grant.  
 
The grant allowed for an audit of student records to find those who had attended a MnSCU community 
college and transferred to a MnSCU university without earning an associate in arts degree.  At no cost to 
the student, Credit When It’s Due staff facilitated a process known as “reverse transfer,” in which credits 
earned at a university can be transferred back to a previously attended community college for the 
purpose of earning a degree. 
 

Increasingly, today’s students are enrolling at multiple institutions.  The reverse transfer program 

acknowledges the entirety of a student’s academic achievements by recognizing the role community 

colleges play in advancing students towards degree completion. Research has also shown that students 

who are awarded an associate degree are more motivated to persist on their path to the bachelor’s 

degree.  

 

MnSCU’s reverse transfer program began with the identification of approximately 11,800 students who 

transferred from a system college to a system university between 2008 and 2012 with two-year-college 

credits. Credit When It’s Due staff spent the past year auditing student records to determine degree 

eligibility. Students who have earned a degree have been very positive about the reverse transfer 

program.  One degree recipient said, “This is amazing (earning the AA degree).  It will also help when 

applying for a new job.”  Parents have appreciated these benchmarks of progress, too.  Upon learning 

her son would be earning an associate in arts degree, one parent said, “I’m so thrilled.  We’ve spent a lot 

of money on tuition over the years.  I’m glad he’ll have a degree.” 

 
Minnesota is one of 15 states participating in the reverse transfer program, which is slated to run 
through June 2015.  
 
For more information on Minnesota’s Credit When It’s Due project go to 
http://www.asa.mnscu.edu/transfer/cwid/ 

 
 
  

http://www.asa.mnscu.edu/transfer/cwid/
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APPENDIX H 
 

DRAFT 06.30.15 
 
FINAL Credit When It’s Due Project Results and Sustainability  
 
Nearly 1,500 Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) students have been awarded an 
Associate of Arts degree thanks in part to a $500,000 Lumina funded Credit When It’s Due grant.  
 
The grant allowed for an audit of student records to find those who had attended a MnSCU community 
college and transferred to a MnSCU university without earning an associate in arts degree.  At no cost to 
the student, Credit When It’s Due staff facilitated a process known as “reverse transfer,” in which credits 
earned at a university can be transferred back to a previously attended community college for the 
purpose of earning a degree. 
 

MnSCU’s reverse transfer program began with the identification of approximately 11,600 students who 

transferred from a system college to a system university between 2008 and 2012 with two-year-college 

credits. Credit When It’s Due staff spent the grant period auditing student records to determine degree 

eligibility. The grant concludes at the end of June. 

 

Beyond the conclusion of the grant, MnSCU will continue reverse transfer efforts.  The creation of the 

Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Completion Project and the Electronic Consent Project will ease burdens 

on staff and reduce the labor needed to identify and contact reverse transfer eligible students.    

 
Minnesota was one of 15 states participating in the reverse transfer program.  Nationally, more than 
7,000 associate’s degrees were awarded as a part of the reverse transfer effort. 
  
For more information on Minnesota’s Credit When It’s Due project go to 
http://www.asa.mnscu.edu/transfer/cwid/ 
  

http://www.asa.mnscu.edu/transfer/cwid/

